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CONFIDENTIAL

STATE OF WYOMING:

COUNTY OF LARAMIE:

P~ge: i of 75

IN THE DISTRICT COUET

FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT

Doc. No. 13-55

THE STATE OF WYOMING,

IN THE INTEREST OF:

J~DE MICHAEL MIRRA,

Minor child.

COPY

BE IT REMEMBERED that on Ap=il I, 2008, the

above-entitled matter came on to be heard forShelte=

Care Heazing, at the Laramie County Governmental

Complex, Cheyenne, Laramie County, Wyoming; said case

heardbeforethe HONORABLE EDWARD L. ~RAIgT, First

Judicial District Court Judge, presiding,

WHEREUPON, THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WErE HELD:
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APPEARANCES:

M~RX ~%MSEY, ESQ.
Assistant District Attorney

Appearing on behalf of the State of
Wyoming.

WOODHOUSE RODEN, LLC,.
By Gay Woodhouse, Esq.

1912 Capitol Avenue
Suite 500
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

Appearing on behalf of Mother.
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THE COURT~i .........This matter’s set for .shelte~

hearing this morning, the allegation being Jude Michael

Mirra -- apparently, a six-year-old boy’s -- been taken

into protective custody in the allegation he’s being

inappropriately treated for a condition; specifically,

improperly medicated. Is that the crux of the petition?

MS. RAMSEY: Your Honor, there’s -- this has

turned into a much more complicated situation than first

pated.

Essentially, there’s concerns about the child

who -- whose mother had been ~- there’s no ties to the

community. She came to Wyoming to speak with Special

Agent Flint Waters about some issues and was Ultimately

emergency detained at Behavioral Health. The ~hild was

taken into protective custody at that time because she

was unable to care for him while at Behavioral Health.

There was concerns about treatment for him. He

is, apparently, an autistic child, and the more that

we’ve learned about the medications that he’s on the

more there.were concerns ’about the treatment, and then

also in addition to that the follow through with the

treatment protocol and her flying all over the Country

with this child, not maintaining stability for the child

while being treated for the autism, and Your Honor, I

plan to present several witnesses for this hearing.
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I kn6~-thah’s somewhat out of the O~di~ry~but

in ordez to provide Your Honor with a full picture of

what we think is going on it’s necessary to .call a

number of witnesses,

THE COURT: Well, of course, this matter was

set, based on our normal experience, that thesematters

don’t take long, so of course, setting one at 11:30 it’s

one that, apparently, will take longer, but may have to

be continued until 1:30 because I have an appointment at.

noon.

Miss Woodhouse.

MS. WOODHOUSE: Your Honor, we have a number

of witnesses, as well, that we’ll have to be calling by

phone because they’re from out of state. So we have at

least four witnesses to rebut every allegation

Miss Ramsey has mentioned today. Most of our witnesses

are available now. I thought you were going to try to

hear this whole thing. I can call them over the lunch

hour.

SHE COURT: That was my intent, but of course,

I didn’t know the whole thing would be a protracted

proceeding. So I"m sure we’ll have to take it up again

at 1:30. We have to bear in mind that the standard here

is clear and convincing evidence, and it sounds like

that will be substantially disputed.

C O N F I D E N T I A L
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THE COURT: All right.

Miss Ramsey, go ahead, please.

MS. RAMSEY: Your Honor, the first witness that

the State would call is Agent Bruce Dexter.

BRUCE DEXTER,

having been first duly swor~, was. examined and testified

as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. RAMSEY:

Q. Good morning.

for the record?

A.

A.

Can you please state your name

Bruce Dexter.

What is your occupation?

Currently, special agent for the Wyoming

Division of Criminal Investigation.

A.

force.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

And your current assignment?

To the Interne~ crimes against child tasks

And are you familiar with Gigi Jordan?

Yes.

And her. son Jude Mirra?

Yes.

How did you first become aware of these

individuals?

CONFIDENTIAL
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...... ~~ "Agent Waters advised mys~[~-i~-t"wo other

agents Friday morning around 1:00 o’clock that

Miss Jordan and her son was flying intothe Cheyenne

Airport, and they were expected to be at the airport

about 11:40 in the morning.

Q. Do you know why Miss Jordan was coming to

Wyoming?

A. The information given to us was that she had

spoken with Agent Waters two or three times on the

telephone. She had called from California. I believe

she was concerned about her son saying that he’d been

sekually assaulted, that there were people watching and

following her, that agencies that she had tried to get

help from were all involved in a conspiracy against her.

Didn’t know any other information other than she was

coming to Cheyenne with.her son to see Agent Waters and

get help for her son.

Q. Do you know why she was in contact with

Agent Waters?

A. All I know is that she was doing some research

on the Internet looking for someone that might be able

to help her with her son, and came across Agent Waters’

name in an article, and came to the conclusion that he

might be able to help herout with. her problem.

Q. Do you know over how long a period of time

CONFIDENTIAL
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Agent Waters were?

I believe two or three weeks.

And do you know what Agent Waters’ response

was?

A.

Q.

Wyoming?

A.

Q.

NO.

Was he aware that she was on her way to

No, not that I know of.

When he first called to let you know that she

was on her way to Cheyenne, what information did he give

you about her situation?

A. Just what I’ve relayed; that he had spoken to

her about two or three times. She was worried about her

son that he’d been sexually assaulted, she believed, and

she was at the Denver Airport ready to board the plane

to fly to Cheyenne so she could see him.

Q. Did they have a meeting set. up for her to meet

with him?

A. No. This was a surprise to him. He wasn’t

aware she was .coming.

Q. When you went to the airport what did you learn

about the situation?

A. I was there when another agent and detectives

from the police department talked with her. She went
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talked about a mate of hers -- a former husband,, talked

about things that happened in Virginia, things that.

happened in. California. To be honest with you,

couldn’t keep track of what she was saying, but she

continued to say that her son -- something abo.ut herson

getting injections in his legs, and there looked like

marks in his legs, and she was concerned that he had

been sexually assaulted because he was making some

gestures with his hands or fist that indicated there may

have been something going on with him that he’d been

sexually abused.

Q. What steps did you takeat that time to. follow

up on or investigate what Miss Jordan was relaying to

you about her son?

A. Well, the only thing that I, personally, did

was, before I went to the airport, I got a hold of

Lynn Huylar with Safe Harbor to do a forensic interview

on her son, if that was needed.

So Miss Huylar met us at-the airport just in

case we could do the interview right away. Things were

still .evolving, so I wasn’t sure when the interview was

going to take place. Officers from the police

department made arrangements for sexual assault

examination to be conducted on the boy, so we all went

CONFIDENTIAL
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down to the hosp~t~f~8£~ihexaminati0n could

conducted.

Q. Did Mr. Waters ever meet with Miss Jordan?

A. No.

Q. When she was relaying all of this information

to you how did she appear to be, what was her demeanor

like?

A. Very excited. I couldn’t make sense ~of what

she was saying. She was jumping around to different

topics, different areas. It was a very convoluted

story, and I just wasn’t sure what she was -- the whole

story of what she was trying to tell us.

Did you have any concerns about her at that

time?

A. Personally, I was worried she wasn’t feeling

well, for whatever reason. I thought there might have

been some medical or meant-health issues there. I

wasn’t really sure.

Q. Did you learn from her what the basis, other

than the gestures that her. son had made?

A. I don’t know that -- what basis she had for

believing he had been sexuaily assaulted.

No, I wasn’t involved in the whole conversation

with her. ..I was there mainly for security and watch for

surveillance. That was one of the issues that she

C ONFI DEN T IA L.
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had -- she fe~-’~-h~--~-~~ being £ollow~d

unknown parties.

So myself and Agent Randy~Huff was there to

provide surveillance at the airport just in case there

was anybody really following her, and we didn’t see

anybody that looked like Was involved in following her.

Q. Who did she say were these folks that she

believed were following her?

A. I don’t remember her saying anyone specific,

but during her story there was maybe some talk about

people associated, I think~ with her ex-husband. I’m

not really sure, but other people all over the place.

She was very worried about it. She told us she didn’t

bring her. cell phone because her cell phone was being

tracked.

when we were trying to make arrangements for

her to stay someplace, she didn’t want to. use her credit

card because she said people was keeping track of her

credit card transactions. So then the officers from the

police department had made arrangements for her to stay

at the Safehouse.

.Q. When you were at the airport with her did

Miss Huylar arrive on scene, as well?

A. Yes.

Q. .And do you knowif she was able to speak with
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the child?

A. No, Not at the airport, no.

Q. Did you learn any other information about

Miss Jordan at that time while you were at the.

airport?

A. Like I" said, I was only -- I’d stepped into a

portion of the interview here and there, so what I’ve

told you already is about all that I-know.

Q. ¯Okay.

Do you know -- do you know why she did

not report any of this to the local authorities where

she was living?

A. I don’t¯ remember her saying anything about

that. All I can tell you is what was relayed.to me by

Agent Waters in his conversations with her.

Q. What did you learn about that?

A. When Agent Waters told us around 10:00 in the

morning that she was coming up here, the

conversations -- during his conversations with her be

was told that various California agencies had been

notified that she had asked for help, that she didn’t,

get any help, that they were not providing the help that

she wanted, and she felt that they might be involved in

a conspiracy against her.

MS. RAMSEY: May I have just a moment, Your

CONFIDENTIAL
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Honor? ....... ~J~~~:~%"no ~further ques£1ons.

CROSS -EXAM INAT ION

BY MS, WOODHOUSE:                 .

Q.

Ao

Page; 12 of 75

Morning, Special Agent Dexter.

Hi. .How are you?

Gay Woodhouse, just a couple questions for you.

Have you ever had a chance to actually disprove

any of the allegation that Miss Jordan made that day on

Friday?

A. I haven’t done any investigation on this.

Q. So you don’t know whether the information that

she gave is true or not true, do you?

A. No, I do not.

Q. And when you describe it as a convoluted story,

I mean, it could be a convoluted story; isn’t that

correct?

A,

Q.

That’s possible.

With regard to the tracking of her credit card

it is possible for people to illegally track the use of

credit cards, isn’t it?

A. That I’m not aware of.

about that.

Q. W~re you idvised by her that her attorneys had

told her that it was possible to track credit card use

even by non-law enforcement?

I couldn’t say anything

CONFIDENTIAL
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MS. RAMSEY:

Tom Garrison.

................ ~’; .........It’s possible. She sala~~~~~~ about that,

but I don’t remember anything specifically.

Q. And with regard to her reporting, do you recalZ

her telling.Flint .Waters that she had reported, it, but

because her son was autistic, they wouldn’t follow up on

the allegations?

A. I don’t remember that specifically. It’s

possible, but I don’t remember that. I knew that her

son was autistic, but I don’t know what that had to

play, if anything, that went on outside of Cheyenne.

Q. Thank you.

MS. WOODHOUSE: No further questions.

THE COURT: Thank you.

State would call Detective

TOM GARRISON,

having been first duly sworn, was examined and testified

as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS.~ RAMSEY:

Q. Good morning.

for the record?

A.

A.

Can you plea.se state your name

My name is Tom Garrison.

What is your occupation?

I’m a detective for the Cheyenne Police

CONFIDENTIAL
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"~partment,                  ’ ................................

Q. Are you familiar with the case involving

Jude Mirra and Gigi Jordan?

A. I am.

Q. How did you first become involved in the case?

A. I believe it was Friday morning. I was

contacted by Detective Bristow o~ our agency, who said

she was wanting us to cover a task for her where agent

Flint Waters from DCI had requested our assistance on a

situation, and she wasn’t going to be able to handle it,

so she asked if i would.

Q. What was the task that had been requested?

A. I was told to call Bob Wiesenby from DCI, which

I did, and he kind of explained it to me, as Agent

Dexter has explained, there was a woman flying into

Cheyenne in a short period of time, that he wanted to

know whether or not I would be able to help him with

things such as forensic interview of a child,

possibility of emergency detention of an adult, and such

things like that because I didn’t really know what to

expect once she got here.

Q. After you talked to. Agent Wiesenby what was the

first thing you did?

A. Detective Tom Hood and I responded tQ the ICAC

headquarters here in Cheyenne, met with Agent Waters and

CONFIDENTIAL
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Wiesenby and Detective ~""~-~"~XtO~, kind of had ~

short briefing on what to do, if anything.

Q. Did you.end up going to the airport?

A. Yes, I did.

Q, And did you make contact with Gi@i Jordan?

A. I did.

Q. When you first made contact with her what did

you learn from her?

A. I learned -- I~m not really entirely sure.

There was a lot of information in a very short period of

time. Ew~nts and circumstances that jumped all over the

place. It was very difficult to keep track of it all.

Q. How long were you at the airport speaking with

Miss Jordan?

A. I spoke with her very briefly. I kind of stood

by and listened from time to time as DCI agents

questioned her, were talking with her. I got basic

information from her right before we went down to the

hospital.

Q.

A.

And why did you go to the hospital?

There were statements made by her that her son

had been sexually assaulted and brutally sodomized, and

some very terrible things had been done to him sexually

by a satanic cult of some kind in California.

My concern at that time was to have the child

C 0 N ~" I D ~, N T,.X A I~
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examined by a SANE-~~%~"the h0sDital fo~ evid~n~~~~f ................

sexual assault.

Q.. Was that done?

A. Yes, it was.

Q. Do you know what the results of that

examination were?

A. I did speak with SANE Nurse Traci Jones after

she. completed her exam, and she said there was no

evidence of. any sexual assault of any kind.

Q. When you were talking with Miss Jordan, what or

how did she indicate to you all of this information had

come about about her son being sexually assaulted?

A. I’m not really sure. There were a number of

different circumstances and statements and events that

apparently happened. The child was not very verbal, if

at all. She Said that he -- although, he was six years

old, he could read and write at the eighth-grade level,

but he couldn’t speak very well. So she had him type

out things on a computer, I think is what she said.

Q. So she indicated he was able to communicate

using the computer?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know.if in that manner a forensic

evaluation was done on the child?

A. We -- like, Agent Dexter indicates, we had a

CONFIDENTIAL
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forensic inte~i’~"-i~me with US on to the

also to the airport. -She made a determination that she

wouldn’t be able to interview the child in a f~orensic

interview setting like she normally would because -- I

th±nk because of the child’s disabilities and’so forth

and so on.

Q. What.sort of a setting was she able to then use

to talk with the child, or was she?

A. Traci Jones the SANE nurse and Lynn Huylar both

were in the examination room, I think, with Jude and

Miss Jordan, at which time I guess they observed the

alleged communication that Jude was able to do on a

computer. Does that make sense?

Q. Okay.

~n what way was he able to communicate, did you

find out?

A. Nurse Jones was -- told me that he wasn’t able

to comalunlcate.

Q. What sorts of things did Nurse Jones and

Miss Huylar attempt to do to speak with the child?

A. Nurse Jones told me they had a computer in the

exam .room, and they tried to communicate with the boy

that way, and he was, basically, very let.hargic and not

even looking or paying attention to what was going on,

and Miss Jordan was guiding his hand on the buttons to

CONFIDENTIAL
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Q. So in the opinion -- as you talked with

Miss Huylar and Nurse Jones, in their opinion was the

child communicating himself, or was it the mether?

A. Their impression was that it was the mother and

was not at all in any way, shape, or form Jude.

Q. When the child was examined in terms of his

clothing, was there anything unusual about that?

A. Detective Hood -- she had all her luggage

there, obviously, at the airport, was then transported

down to ~he hospital with us. Detective Hood was

looking for clothes for the child and could find none at

all in her luggage.

Q. Were all of the bags -- all of the luggage that

she had brought with her,. at the hospital?

A. As. far as I know, yes.

Q. And nowhere in any of that luggage was there

any clothing for this child?

A~ That’s what I was told, yes.

Q. Was she asked about that?

A. I believe Detective Hood asked her. .Maybe i.t

was in another bag that was with her in t~e exam room,

or something, but she indicated it was in the stuff he

had already looked through, and she said, "No, ft’s not.

There’s no clothes for him there."

CONFIDENTIAL
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time?

A.

Q.

A.

I believe so.

Was-there anything unusual about it?

Nurse Jones told me he was not wearing any

underwear, He was.not wearing any socks.

Q. You said the child is six years old; is that

right?

A. Yes.

Q. And I’ve been hearing things about autism. How

did you find out he is an autistic child?

A. Nothing more than what the mother had told

I’m not a psychiatrist myself, so I don’t know just by

looking at him.

Q. But there was conversation with the mother

about his autism?

A. Yes.~

Q. .At what point was the decision made to have the

mother herself evaluated?

A. Well, at the airport we decided to have DFS

meet us ~at the hospital, Peak Wellness meet us at the

hospital, representative from Safehouse meet us at the

hospital, and have a SANE nurse Traci Jones meet us

there, so it was kind of all made at once before we left

for the hospital.

CONFIDENTIAL
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A. They did. There was a representative there

that spoke with her, yeah.

Q. Do you know what.the outcome of that evaluation

was?

A. ’I asked -- and I, actually, got called.away t.o

another thing, but before I left I asked what was going

Qn, and that representative told me she wasn’t going

anywhere, so I assumed that was what was meant by that,

was she would be emergency detained.

Q. And if you know, what were the reasons fo! that

emergency detention?

A. It was, like I said, the confusion in the

stories, -the -- what they thought were soma what

delusional thoughts, I guess. I’m not.sure.

Q. So once she was emergency detained what

happened with the child?

A. Once she was detained it was -- obviously, we

had to have somewhere for the child to go, so we had the

child taken into protectivecustody and put in the care

of DFS eventually.

Q. Was there any special needs that the child had

related to his autism that needed to be addressed while

he was in’foster care?

A. I think there was. The only thing I can think

CONFIDENTIAL
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"6~~as a vast number of he was --
Ms. WOODHOUSE; Your Honor, I’m going to object

to this questioning of this witness. I don’t gather

that he was directly involved in that, and I think we.

have another witness that.will be testifying more about

that. This sounds like double, triple hearsay, and

you’ve got another witness for that.

THE COURT:

witness for that?

MS. RAMSAY:

Is that true, you’ll have another

I’ll -- I have another witness to

testify to the medication. I’m just trying to, I guess,

give a little bit of a broad picture with.this witness

and what he knows about how all o.f the medications were

relayed to the doctor who is going to be testifying.

MS. WOODHOUSE: Your Honor, I’m saying if he

knows. Doesn’t sound like he was actually present at

the time. We’re getting second- and third-hand hearsay

here. I’m objecting.

MS. RAMSEY: Your Honor, because this is a

shelter care hearing we do have the exceptions with the

hearsay and allof that.

THE coURT: Right. I just wonder whaZ the

point is if you have another witness to supply that

information.

MS. RAMSEY: It’s simply to give you an

CONFIDENTIAL
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overview of how things dev~~~and progressed until ....

the doctor was able to come in and make the evaluation

with these medications. I’m not going to get into

specif’ihs with this witness about the medications. ’

THE.COURT: Al! right. Wel!, for that purpose,

you may go ahead.

Q. (By Ms. Ramsey) Do you know -- or in reviewing

the reports of the other officers involved,, do you know

how these medications were found?

~. There was a folder found, I think in her

luggage, that had pages upon pages ef it, looks like a

medication schedule that went by day, by medication on.

the left side, and date and time to the right, and

column formation.

Q. Did anyone get these medication from the mother-

to give to the foster parents?

A. I’m not sure. What’s the question again?

Q. The medications themselves, do you know if

anyone gave those medications -- transported them from

the mother to the child?

A. I never saw any actual medicine -- medications.

I just saw the ledger sheets, so.I don’t know the answer

to that, no.

THE COURT: Did you say Miss Jordan was

detained?

Page: 22 of 7’5
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THE WITNE~i ......... ~~S~"slr.

THE COURT: .She, apparently, is not in

detention now.

¯ " MS. WOODHOU:SE: She was released yesterday fram

Behavioral Health -- yesterday, Your Honor. They

dropped the Title 25.

THE COURT: Thank you.

MS. RAMSEY: Youz Honor, I wil! have a

representative from the. hospital also to address that.

At this time I don’t have any further questions

for Detective Garrison.

THE COURT: All right.

Miss Ramsey, are you planning on’having

Officer Garrison back later or not?

MS. RAMSEY:

additional testimony.

THE COURT:

MS. RAMSEY:

THE COURT:

I don’t anticipate calling him for

But will he be here?

I believe so. I willask him to

Just going to propose that the

be here.

cross-examination be taken up at 1:30 if he’s going to

be here.

MS. WOHDHOUSE: That’s fine, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you. We’ll be in

recess.

C 0 N F I D E N T ~[ i% L
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THE COURT:

earlier testimony.

THE WITNESS:

You’re still under Oath from your

Yes, sir.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MS. WOODHOUSE:

Q. Good afternoon, Detective Garrison.

A. Afternoon.

Q. Gay Woodhouse for Gigi Jordan.

When you first started interviewing Gigi did it

ever occur to you that maybe the reason she was talking

fast and giving you a lot of information was because she

thought you would help her?

A. Absolutely.

Q. Did you at any time make any observations that

she was behaving in a way that was of imminent danger to

her son Jude?

A. I did not, no.

Qo And you aren’t still today?

A, No.

Q. Do you have any information yourself -- do you

have any knowledge about autism or the ability of an.

autistic person to conununicate?

A. Not really working knowledge, no, ma’am.
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Q. ’H~i,~-6~-~-~er had an, au{istic-’~l~~{~~]-~~’

anything like that?

A. No.

Q. When you were looking for ~- I guess Detective

Hood was looking for the clothes for Jude, did Gigi

offer to find those for you?

A. I don’t know if she did or not.

But she wasn’t allowed to?

I don’t know.

You don’t recall that or you didn’t observe

I didn’t observe that, if she had or not.

MS. WOODHOUSE: All right. Thank you.

THE COURT: Redirect.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. RAMSEY:

Q. When Detective Hood was loeking ~for these

clothes where was Gigi at the time?

A. I believe she was in the examination room with

the child and with Traci Jones the nurse and

Lynn Huylar.

Q. And you said that it had crossed your mind that

she was hoping to have help, that’s why she was so

excited?

A. Absolutely.

CONFIDENTIAL
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excitement.because of fear of safety?

A. What do you mean?

Q. Why do. you think that this was beyond just

normal excitement, looking for the police or someone in

law enforcement to help keep her or her son safe?

A. Just past experience dealing w±th people the

same way, the kind of outlandish stories, things like

that, I guess.

Q. Now, Miss Woodhouse asked if you there was

any -- anything that you had observed that you felt had

placed the.child in immediate dang4r. Is that a

determination that you on this particular case at any

point had to make?

A. I don’t believe so. I wanted to make sure that

there was no imminent danger as far as the sexual

assault allegations were concerned. That’s why we

wanted to do the examination with the SANE nurse.

Q. So everything that you had done was to

ensure -- if I understand your testimony correctly, was

to ensure her safety and Jude’s safety?

A. Yes, ma’am.

Q. And I"m not going to ask you about the

psychiatric or clinical evaluation, but at the time the

determination had been made to detain Miss Jordan on an

CONFIDENTIAL
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"~gency basi~, at-that point Based ~n a  r thin ,

there a concern in your mind for the safety of Jude?

A. There was -~ mostly because his mother had

been ~~ wouldn’t be available to him anymore. She’s

being emergency detained, and he wouldn’t have that care

of his mother.

Q. Today as we sit here do you feel that there is

danger -- continuing danger to Jude if she is allowed to

have him returned to her?

MS. WOODHOUSE; Objection. He already said he

doesn’t feelthat there is that danger.

THZ COURT: Overruled. He may offer a view if

he has one.

I think -- I’m sorry. Could you repeat the

question?

O.

Page: 27 of 75

(By Ms. Ramsey) Based on -- I understand that

you don’t have, again, the clinical expertise, but based

on your experience with dealing with these cases and

with this particular case, with specificity do you feel

there would be an imminent danger to the child if he

were returned to his mother’s care today?

A. I think -- sitting here today I think I would

have .to lean toward the affirmative on that in maybe,

yes, there would be an inuminent danger there. We had

some questions after this was a~l said and done, the
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-~dlcations the child had 5een.ha~inq, A    ~0~t

certainly, the traveling from city to city and not

really being tied down to.one place, that coupled with

the strange stories andthe satanic cults and everythi.ng

like that, along with no evidence of sexual assault in

the physical exam kind of makes me lean that way,o yes.

Q. And you said this earlier, and again, you

referenced it. Maybe you can just explain a little bit

what you mean by the reference to the satanic cult.

A. The story -- I think it was her ex-husband or

someone she knew that was sexually assaulting Jude was

affiliated with a satanic cult, or something along those

lines, some sort of dark organization, and those were

the same people that were tracking credit cards and cell

phones, and stuff like that.

Q. And do you know if there was ever any report

about these things with respect to ~the satanic cult to,

say, the National Center for Missing and Exploited

Children or the FBi?

A. We did Check with the FBI, and the FBI database

did not contain her name or her son’s .name in any event

wherefore any reason whatsoever.

Q. Okay. I have nothing.

THE COURT: Did you have any follow-up

questions?

C 0 N F I.D E N T I A L
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BY MS. WOODHOUSE:

Q.- Detective Garrison, isn’t it true that when

Gigi reported these incidents of sodomy and sexual abuse

of her son she told you it had been two months prior to

the time you saw her on Friday of last week?

A. It could have been, yes.

Q. So there wouldn’t be any obvious trauma from

that if it was two months.old?

A. That’s a question I can’t answer. That’s for

the examiner, medical person.

Q. And give me the exact reasons why you have.this

big -- maybe that she is a danger to her son at this

time today as we are sitting here?

A. Like I said before, the stories of the

c~nspiracY theories going on there, and probably most

obvious is the going from place to place, city to city,

kind of at the drop of a hat, no clothes for the child

in the luggage, things of that nature.

Qo And you’re a aware, of her -- prior to her

coming here Friday she had been living in Palo Alto,

California for two months?

A. That’s what I understand, a hotel or somewhere

like that.
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for h~r life?

i suppose so.

And prior to that she lived in the same place

fo~ a number of years?

A. I don’t know.

Q. You didn’t check that out?

A. No.

Q~ And you never took any investigation to prove

that any of her,. quote, unquote, conspiracy theory was,

indeed, false, did you?

Such as what, now?

Have you proved that anything that she said was

false?

A. NO.

And you don’t know whether or not the reports

that were made to, like for instance, Department of

Justice about these incidents may not have been handled

under her name, but may have been still reported?

A. May have been what reported?

~. She may have employed--someone to report these

allegations without using her name?

A. And lied or --

Q. She may have employed someone who would keep

her anonymous and safe while the reports were made?

A. I suppose anything’s possible, yeah.
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for someone who fears for their life?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

_ MS. WOODHOUSE: No further questions.

THE COURT: Is there information -- any

information on Jude Michael’s father that we know of?

THE WITNESS: I don’t know if Detective Hood

checked on that or not.

THE COURT: Thank you. You may step down.

MS. RAMSEY: Your Honor, at this time I will be

making a phone call to Dr. Horam with the Cheyenne

Children’s Clinic.

THE COURT: Dr. Horam, this is Judge Grant

speaking. If you’ll raise your right hand, please.

(Whereupon, Joseph Horam was sworn

telephonically by the Court.)

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. RAMSEY:

Q. Dr. Horam, I want to ask you a few questions

about your involvement and treatment with a child by the

name of Jude Mirra. Are you familiar with him?

Ao Yes, I am.

Q. Can you explain to the Court how you first came

into contact with this child?
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A.’ "’Y’4~? ........ ~ admitted Jude Mixra to th~~h~h,~

Regional Medical Center on March 28th, 2008,. following a

request from the emergency department physician

Dr. Means that the child needed to be hospitalized for

specific observation as to any extent, symptoms, and

they were uncertain as to what medications he needed~ to

be placed on.

Q. What sorts of observations were noted that

causes some concerns that led to his hospitalization?

A. Well, this child was new to the community and

presented with a diagnosis of autism. The child was

placed, on a number of medications as reported by the

mother, but the medications wexe not considered at the

time to be very valid.

The prescriptions that were provided were

unlabeled bottles of medicines, and the child was not

considered to be one that they understood because of his

autism and abilitY to communicate. So we needed to

observe the child without the medications in order to

understand what would be the best treatment for him.

Q. Now, with these medications do you know

approximately how many they were?

A. Well, it’s difficult to put together, but the

most current listing that we’ve been able to combine

through various sources of information includ±ng the
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mohhe~i~~"~"couDle of providers

of eight medications. You want me to list those?

Q, No, that’s okay. I think that there were eight

is sufficient~

Now, you indicated that they. were unlabeled; is

that correct?

A. Correct. Some of these eight, weren’t even

included. There were three of them that were included

in unmarked bottles, bottles that had, like, large

numbers of pills but no name, no prescribing doctor, no

way of really assuring that the medications really

belonged to the child.

There were some herbal type products, of

course, usually aren’t labeled. We see those coming in

sometimes through patient care, but for the most part we

had just three of the eight medicines that were being

provided to us, and the others were just verbalized as

what he had been receiving in the past.

Q. ’Now, when you admitted him to the hospital what

was the purpose of that admission?

Ao Based on the confusion of what level of care

and who had provided his care, the importance of the

admission was to basically place him on the pediatric

ward, observe his behavior without any of these

medicines, since we didn’t know if they were really valid
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f0rhim, and make our own indepe~de~--~~dgment as to

what we needed to treat, and with autism there can be

spectrum of behaviors that 4oes have an indication for

treatment.’

Q. What sorts of treatment -- I guess, treatment

protocol~ did you follow with Jude ±nitiallywhen he

arrived .at the hospital?

A. Basically, to place him in an observation

status, means basic, common vital signs, providing a

regular diet, determining whether Or not his behavior

was appropriate with one-on-one supervision° So there

was always a medical provider or a licensed medical type

professiona! available to watch the child.

We did no specific interventions, like IVs or

medications, andbasically, took care of him fairly

routinely for two days. He was subsequently discharged

without any requirements for medications.

Q. So during that two days while he was in the

hospital he was not receiving medications; is that

correct?

That is correct. ¯

And overall, what was the child’s physical

health like, generally speaking?

A. It was what I would consider normal. He had no

particular abnormalities on his examination other than
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~ffe"had had. some evidence for[V~-~a[ a~.@ .Ca[[~fl piC

lines into his arm. There were some scars from that

from previous interventions. He had a scar on. his

anterior chest wall that could have indicated a central

line kind of procedure.

Other than that, he did not have any evidence

of abuse. There was some alleged sexual concerns, but

did not see any evidence of that. He was normal height

and weight, and his behavior was one of a typical

autistic child.

Q. Now, you said there was no evidence of sexual

; is that correct?

A. That was purely from a physical examination.

You can’t necessarily be conclusive if there was

molestation without physical damage.

Q. The reports to the officers was that therewas

sodomy being alleged, perhaps even.as long ago as a

couple of months. Would there have been any physical

manifestations of that?

A. Then a child might have. evidence of, say,

incontinence or bowel problems, certainly could have a

change in the tone to the anal Sphincter or injury to

the anal sphincter, and that was not observed. The

child did not have any sexual acting-out behavior,

either.
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Qo When th~ childwi -- { hh rged was that to .........
foster care home?     ¯

A. That is correct.

Q. And has he remained off of the.medications

since then?

A. Well, no~ We did, through the foster mother,

have.some additional observations that are valid in that

the child did not sleep at all in her care. In fact, we

were able to document that this.child did not sleep very

much at all in a 48-hour period. So that is an

underlying problem for being a sleepdisorder, plus the

hyperactivity was very apparent in the foster home

situation.

So I did start him back on two of his medicines

that he had been reported to be on: One being Klonopin,

another Tenet, and these are to control sleep and to

control hyperactivity.

Q. Did you do any further tests with him since

Friday until today?

A. You know, he had a urine drug screen on

admission thatwas negative, and then we did a thyroid

study. He turned out to have some tachycardia this

Monday, which means his heart rate was accelerated, and

that probably was from coming off of some of these other

medicines as a rebound.
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Denver Children’s Hospital and sent by fax an EKG, and

we agr~ed that he was just having some normal kind .of

rebound.responsiveness to coming off medicine, .but had

no indication to be treated separately as a cardiology

problem.

So in summary, I did a thyroid study that was

normal, and added two medicines, and advised the foster

mother to continue to observe. I scheduled him to come

back in two more weeks.

Q. Have you been in consultation with any of his

t~eating, physicians?

A. Yes. You know, I have a list of .a number of

them, and ~ put in calls to four individuals of which

only one has returned the call. I did get a call from a

Dr. Michael Ellis about two hours ago.

Q. And what have you learned from these treating

physicians?

A. From Dr. Michael Ellis, and then also a

DZ. Allen Goldblatt, who is a PA, and a provider who has

seen the child, I think on three occasions, they

elaborated on what I would consider a ~esearch protocol

of treatment. Not only those eight medicines I

mentioned, but additional ones that I could go into.

Now, the discussion seemed to be valid. Their
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medicines had some credibility, and so it did bring a

little bit of closure to the factthat some of these --

medicines --well, all these medicines were. ac-counted

for.

.My point would be that these can be provided in

their hands under their research protocol under their

realm of.responsibility, but it .isn’t my purview to

continue them unless I feel we have a valid reason.

Q. Now, in speaking with them, and you said that

Mr. Goldblatt has seen the child two or three times, do

you know if the child has been under the care of other

physicians?

A. What I have is a list of other physicians, and

I’m still waiting for their response. One is out of:

Philadelphia, another is out of Sacramento, and another

is out of -- to be honest with you, I’m not sure, but

we do see a pattern of multiple expert consultations

being provided, which is not so unusual when you look at

-autistic families looking for cures.

Q. Now, with the movement between doctors and I

guess traveling, and things like that, what effect does

that have on the child?

A. Well, you kngw, I think if you’re in the Care

of a stable parent, and these are reasonable types of
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going to be what I col~sider to be temporary visits, I

don’t have a majorimpact, but I don’t know how long

they’re spending’and how disruptive this is specifically

to this ±ndividualo

I think, again, a caring, responsible parent,.

that wouldn’t be so much of an issue.

Q. Now, does there appear to be an actual

manag4ment plan that this mother has been following with

respect to this child?

A. Well, just from the one practice out of New

York, there seems to. be a core plan, but what I’m

missing is who is a primary provider who really sticks

with the.day-to-day management, I’m not so sure I’m

aware of that individual, and that would be an important

requirement for anybody who’s really wanting to have the

best care for their child with a chronic condition.

Q. Is there aconcern that you have at all, if

any, about the mother’s behavior that led. her to

Wyoming?

A. Well, sure. I just get the police side of

this, as.well as the emergency department, but the

mother came to Cheyenne to check with the Department of

Criminal InVestigation because she alleged pedophile

activity, and she wanted to pursue expert opinion

Page: 39 of 75
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was claimed is that she alleges that a satanic cult had

been providing pedophile activity.

So it does concern me that this is a person who ¯

comes up with fairly noncredible complaints, and on top

of this, has a very complex treatment regimen that has

been provided for her child for autism. So I have a lot

of red flags.

Q~ Would you have concern at this point until you

have more information about allowing the child to be

returned to her care today?

A. Well~ sure. I think today is a bit

presumptuous. We do feel that the child is in foster

care where I and others in the practice can provide good

decision-based care that the foster parent will be very

interested to implement.

Now, if the child goes back to the mother right

now, I think the mother will want to generate her own

agenda of treatment, and that can be not so much in his

best interests if we’re trying to redefine what’s the

best treatment basis for him.

Q. If you’ll give me just a moment, I may have a

few more questions, I may not, and then Miss Jordan’s

attorney will also have some questions. Just a moment,

please.
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MS. RAMSEY: I do’ have just a couple other

questions, Dr. Hor~m.

Q. (By Ms. Ramsey) In your observations of the

child -- of Jude, what is his ability to conumunicate?

A. Well, he’s very limited. He has what we can

figure about a five-word vocabulary. He tends to

understand commands that are simple, and he tends to be

cooperative, but he really has severely limited capacity

to communicate.

Q. And would he be able to communicate at-all

verbally?

A. No~

Q. Would he be able to communlcate through writing

or typing?

A. I’ve not seen any ability of that level.

Q. Would he be able to articulate complex

thoughts, or I guess --

MS. WOODHOUSE: Your Honor, I’m going object to

other questions along these lines. I don’t think he’s

qualified as an expert in autism, and I don’t know that

he has a basis to give an opinion about these things.

THE COURT: That objection’s overruled.

Q. (By Ms. Ramsey) Does Jude have the ability to

relay comple~ thoughts to other individuals?

CONFIDENTIAL
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A. I’ve not s~en that,n0

Q, Would he be able to articulate -- and again,

this is just based on your experience with him -- was he

able to. articulate to you in your examination of him

what sorts of things in terms of the sexual-abuse

allegations that were made, what sorts of things been

done to him?

No. He cannot respond to direct questions.

MS. ~AMSEY:

further questions,

THE WITNESS;

THE COURT:

Okay. Thank you. I have no

You’re welcome.

Miss Woodhouse, the attorney for

Jude’s mother, will do some cross-examination now.

CROSS-EXAM~NATION

BY MS. WOODHOUSE:

Q. Hi, Dr. Horam. This is Gay Woodhouse. You

spoke with Dr. Michael Ellis today; isn’t that

corr@ct?

A. That is correct.

Qo. And he is a partner in the Autism Associates of

New York, as far as you know?

A. That is what I’ve been.told.

Q. And didn’t you do some research on the Internet

and Seethey are a leading expert in the field of the

treatment of autism?

CONFIDENTIAL
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A. Z have not cbec~~-~eInternet for.that k[~~ ...................

of information, no.

Q. So you didn’t do any follow-up to check on

their’credentials whatsoever?

A. I have not been able to do that. I’ve had to

go with the face value of our discussion.

Q. And when you spoke with Dr. Ellistoday did he

indicate that Mrs. or Miss Jordan wants to change the

protocol that Jude has been on in terms of his

medication?

A. He did not indicate that. He feels that he is

not the person caring for him. He was talking on behalf

of Physician Assistant Alan Goldblatt, so he did not

have any firsthand account of making a recommendation

for change of treatment.

Q. And he’s the supervisor for that physician

assistant; isn’t that correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. And it is frequent in the field of medicine for

physicians’ assistants to handle the direct proscription

of medication and oversight of a pat±ent, is it not?

A. Yes, within the supervision of the physician.

Q. And that was the situation in this instance,

wasn’t it?

A. That’s what I understand their working
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relationship t~ be

Q. You had also spoken with the Physician

Assistant Alan Goldbl.att, iadn’t you?

A. I did on March28th.

Q. And he did not indicate to you there wa~ any

desire on the part of Miss Jordan to change the

medication that Jude is on?

A. No. He went on for about 30. minutes discussing

his -- the basis forusing a lot of these unconventional

treatments. I al!owed him the liberty to explain them

to me.

Q. And he took your call at 2:30 in the morning

Eastern time, did he not?

A. It must have been around that time, yes.

Q. And he seemed to be a very caring

practitioner?

A. Well, I don’t need -- I can’t judge that over

the phone. I .think he was answering my questions

appropriately.

Q. And are you aware that Miss Jordan also

pr6vided a list of foods that Jude would like to eat

given his condition, to the hospital?

A. I believe that was provided to .the nurses. I

know he was very picky in his eating habits., so I think

the nurses accommodated him.
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Q. That was at the same time that

current!y being detained on a potentialTitle .25 hold

andin the. Behavioral Health Center; isn’t th.at    ..

correct?

A. That’s correct.

Q. So she still bad the wherewithal to. be able to

provide the information that they needed in order to

give the proper nutrition to Jude?

A. I think as far as her addressing his basic

needs, she did provide that information.

Q. And do you have any direct informationthat

she’s been a danger to his health, safety, or welfare?

A. I think there is a question about the pursuit

of different avenues of treatment, and I will acquiesce

the fact that autism is a very complex disorder, and

many families seek alternative opinions, but I have not

seen anything that I would register as particularly

harmful.

I did feel that when he had the pic lines in to

indicate IV interventions, .with some products, such as

IVIG is a bit extreme, but I can’t say is necessarily

considered abusive or neglectful if it was, indeed, done

by professional, trained medical personnel who were

acting as responsibly as they felt they could.

Q.. Are you aware Jude was treated for an

CONFIDENTIAL
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autoimmune ~isorder at one poiD~ ~y ~ D~, Packnrd in

Philadelphia?

A. I have a Dr. Packard’s name listed~ I have not

received his call back, but yeah, I understand there

were concerns about immune-complex dysfunction as one of

the theoretical concerns for his autism.

Q. And that those particularconcerns might be

addressed with a pic line or central line in order to

provide IV antibiotics or to address the autoimmune

disorder?

A. I understand that, and I also understand the

literature has not considered that to be conventional.

Again, in responsible hands under resesrch protocols I

would ~oncede to that.

Q. And you did also concede that the-reason that

Jude had. not slept, and I believe yesterday in your

report you said for 72 hours, was because he had been

abruptly withdrawn from the meditationhe was on at the

time you saw him?

A. Well, he has an underlying sleep disorder, so I

would say a factor -- the medications he’s coming off.

of, but he does have a proven, underlying sleep

disorder, and that was a basis for those.

Q. When I read the Pediatric -- I don’t know if

I’mpronouncing that right, but the PDR, it said one of

C O N F I DENT I A L
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the -- was the.sudden withdrawal ~o£ m~9~ 0n~i~[~,

sleeplessness, and even a hypertensive consideration; is

that correct?

Ao We use it. quite a bit in our population, of

patients for proper reasons, such as sleep. We

generally will wean it off over a few days.

You have to understand, when he presented, I

had no basis to understand he was on anything. So you

can’tsafely assume that we should gave him something

that may not be in his best interests, as well~ so the

argument can go either way.

Q. You did not actually speak directly with

Miss Jordan about the medications he was on, did you?

A. You know, I could not locate her. He was

hospitalized. To me, he was already in the custody of

.Department of Family Services, and I could not locate

the mother.

I subsequently found the next day that she had

remained in the emergency detention center, but she was

then available to provide us additional information.

Q. Dr. Horam, we also had testimony earlier today

that Detective Garrison found a detailed log that was

kept by Miss Jordan with regard to the exact medications

and the dates and times they were being given t0 Jude,

so doesn’t that indicate she was on top of making sure
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he had those medications on

A. Well, in the context of how I received .them,

this list of medications had no name on them, no date,.

no basis for. prescribing authority to go along with that

bag of medicines that had no name, date, or prescribing

authority, left me with nothing that I would validate as

usable.

Q. And doesn’t that make sense, though, for a

mother Who has her own medication, is keeping track for

herself to simply keep her own notes with regard to

that, and not be believing she’s going toend up being

thrown through a Title 25 situation and have her child

removed from her?

A. I would expect somebody to have that amount of

complex medication management, .to have some identified

features. I get a lot of these lists from parents.

They, generally, in fact, always plate names and

identifying data on this type of a list.

So I expected more than just to take something

that doesn’t have any kind of valid association with a

given patient. I have to use responsible, professional

judgment here, and I didn’t think I was going t9 be

providing a ch±id a safe haven by just placing him on a

long list of medications for the most part

was not comfortable with, but I did have the situation
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of observing him to make sure my deciei0n was right,

Q. But you did find out later that all those

medications had been prescribed and were’authorized by

the physician that you spoke with, both in the Physician

Assistant Goldblatt and Dr. Bllis~ is that correct?

A. I have to look at it again. I would say many

of the medicines. I don’t know if all of them.

Q. I think your earlier testimony was there were

eight medications, and they had all been explained by

Dr. Ellis?

A. Right. That was a separate list that

Dr. Leland put together through the psychiatrist working

with the mother. The list that you’re referring to now

was a list on admission. I’d have to put those together

to be sure.

Q. Do you believe that she was giving medications

that had not been prescribed or given pursuant to an

authorized prescription from a doctor?

A. At the time of admission I did not believe that

this child warranted those kind of medications. At this

time I believe that. we’ve been able to justify two of

the medicines, and one of them I removed with -- the

car4iologist agreed to continue to remove it. I have

other medicines I would consider if his behavior

warranted reconsideration, so I would say there’s more
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information that the mother was trying to present a

prescriptive authority.

Q. Can you name. any specific drug that you

received that Jude was takin~ that was not pursuant to

an authorized prescription?

A. Well, I can tell you I still do not have proof,

okay. I have some p’hone discussions. I’m not sure

exactly about the people on the other end except

Dr. Ellis sounded credible, but I don’t have a record of

actual prescribed medicines that have come through a

pharmacy or hospital system. I still ha~e to go by

verbal reports from the mother and some validation from

Dr. Ellis, but you know, these things have not been,

think -- I think, to the letter of the law proven

exactly.      ’

Q. And so are you saying that consultation with

multiple specialists constitutes abuse of a child?

A. Oh, I’m not saying that. I’m just saying once

you go down that road you should be able to provide,

verify, and document, so that as you enter into

different health systems it isn’t just an investigative

process to try to figure this out. So it i3 somewhat

infirm and poorly representative, and in this case, Very

confusing.
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Q. (By Ms. Woodhouse) Dr. Horam, once you found

out where Miss Jordan was did you attempt to callher to

discuss any of these matters further?                ..

A. Well, when I finished my rotation Saturday

morning I instructed Dr. Gravatt the covering doctor to

follow up with the mother because I did not have access

to her4 Subsequently, it was Dr. Leland who made

contact with her, I believe, .on Sunday.

Q. And when we had talked to Dr. Ellis today

didn’t you say the goal today was going to be

reunification with Miss Jordan?

A. I. think the ultimate goal is, it’s just a

matter of timing, and I don’t pretend to understand what

all the informatiqn is.out there about this family unit,

so I think based on a medical standard of care we can

look at reasonable standard of care and control.

I don’t pretend to understand the other

conditions that might decide whether that child should

be placed back with the mother.

MS. WOODHOUSE: No further questions.

MS. RAMSEY: Your Honor, I don’t have any

further questions for this witness.

THE COURT: Dr. Horam, thank you for calling

in.
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Than~ you,

Your Honor, the State would call

TOM KIRK,

having been first duly swor.n, was examined and testified

as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. RAMSEY:

Q. Good afternoon.

for the record?

A.

A.

Can you please s.tate your name

My name’s Tom Kirk.

What’s your occupation?

I am a psychologist and licensed forensic

examiner for district court at United Medical Center

Behavioral Health Services.

Q. And are you familiar with Gigi Jordan?

A. Yes, I am.

Q. How did you first come into contact with

Miss Jordan?

A. I was appointed as the examiner on her title 25

evaluation initial 72 mental health hold.

Q. Who did you first receive information from

regarding Miss Jordan?

A. It was a multitude of different information,

One~ I was present in the emergency room and Miss Jordan
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and he~’~on were brought in eval~atin~-~.~~rpatients so

I had a little bit of knowledge of what was going on as

part of also my position in .the hospital to triage

psychic patients there. I received a -- medical

information that a workup that had been done out at the

emergency room, little bit of knowledge, and in

reference to the circumstances were going on. I had

spoke to the initial examiner that had did it taped her

Mike McGee from Peak Wellness center and received other

information over the weekendthat initially had been

evaluated Miss Jordan had bsen evaluated by Dr. Johnson

our on-call psychiatrist at the time, and the therapist

and the medical staff had that done -- the initial

admission history and physical.

Q. When the initial decision had been made to

detain Miss Jordan, who made that decision?

A. I have no idea, to be truthful to you. It was

a little bit confusing to me, and the initial.emergency

detention documentation was confusing to me, as well.

I had followed up with this yesterday as part

of ongoing evaluation and initially had requested

what -- first of all,patient had in terms of what I

understand was her presentation to the emergency room.

At that point in time, there was some

questionable diagnosls and some ongoing concern,
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obvfously) for her llttle. BoY,-a~f~i kh~a it ~m~6

like emergency detention had been put in place.

" . Q. From the information that you 9athered whF was

Miss Jordan detained on an emergency basis?

A. The information that I received was that there

was a convoluted story of child abuse -- sexual abuse.

There was some indication or implication of that it was

a much broader scoped situation where there’s

potentially sophisticated organizational involvement

with it.

In referencing that there was possible cult

involvement and that there was a diagnosis that had been

placgd on the initial 381 form, which is the

documentation that is used for the detention processes

that’s filled out by the person examining the patient,

that there had been a diagnosis of huge house seen by

proxy diagnosis.

Q. Who had been the first one to make that

determination of munchausen?

MS.. WOODHOUSE: Your Honor, I Object. It’s not

under determination. It’s just a statement. I believe

that’s a misstatement of.the question.

THE COURT: I’m sorry, what was the question,

Miss Ramsey?

Q. .(By Ms. Ramsey) Who was the first one that, .I

C 0 N FI D E N T I A L
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guess, who filled outthat f~m"~Sat indicated concern

about munchausen syndrome? ~

A. It was Mike McGee. .He was the initial person

that did the detention.. It was ~is handwriting. It was

his documentation.

Q. And do you know what led him to have that

concern about that syndrome?

A. I do not. That’s the part that was confusing

to me. I wasn’t aware of all the circumstances.

Q. Now, what information did you lear~ in your

conversations with the treating ~- the treatment team

and Miss Jordan about the circumstances?

A. That it was an extremely complex and somewhat

at times very sophisticated, extensive history of what

had been reported to us of a hiStozy -- recent history

within the last three to six months of situations that

had possibly occurred in California at her previous

residence.

There was a multitude of people that were

potentially involved, and that this had continued to

grow over ongoing investigations and information that

had been received not only by the patients but by, as

well, as other people she had hired and other people.

She had investigated Web s±tes. She had looked

at that, had confirmed certain types of information,
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other authorities £ha£~hehadzep0rtedly contacted that

had given her information that had led her to believe

ongoing .things.                                                 ...

.She.had pictures. The~e was Web sites that had

been affirmed by certain people of status in law

enforcement throughout the country, and it seemed to be

extremely detailed -~ her memory of things. Like I

said, it was very sophisticated and pretty articulate

how things were kind of put together.

It was a little bit confusing. There were --

the story kind of generated itself as one of the main

precipitates of finding out some information. The

information had come from her son, which was a little

confusing to me knowing what I know of autistic

behaviors and their abilities to communicate and

things.

Q. I wanted to ask you about that specifically.

What information did you understand to come from her son

Jude?

A. Miss Jordan had stated to me that she was in a

hotel room -- I believe it was in California ~- with her

son as she was pursuing, the availability of receiving

some assistance in this situation, not only for the

abuse, but there was also some fear for her own life, as

well. People that she thought she was going to be able
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toturnto.:had-bee~~inher mind, thr0u h ........
implicated in this process, as well. She was very

fearful.

She holds a rather, prestigioua position in. the

community and throughout the country in her position and

through that access, and it also, I think in her mind

what she was telling me led to a certain amount of

vulnerability for her and her son, which made her moge

fearful, but she Stated she was in a motel room, and her

son had access to a computer keyboard a8 they do. Some

hotel rooms that are available to play video games on,

television screens, and different things like that that

you can actually do Internet access in the televisions

in certain motels.

He was in another room, and he had come to her

and was manipulating the keyboard and had pushed some of

the keys on there, and she was inquisitive and asked

questions. What she had stated to me is she had done at

that time-- because he was also gesturing towards areas

of his groin and some things, and being suspect she

questioned him in certain ways.

She did state to me that there were some

potential leading types of questions that she did that

would certainly be possibly seen as that she had it

broke down to a number of different names. He was able
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to point to .s~me i~mesin. Germs 6f ~@~@r~n£i~O-~h~~ht

interpreted was the gestures towards his groin area;

that he was able to do some manipulating of the

keyboard, and she .said she did hold his arm. I guess he

has an arm that is somewhat flaccid, and she was able to

do that, and he was able to point to certain things on

the keyboard, and she was able to piece together some

potential -- whether it was an E-ma±l or a name or

something like this, she had questioned, him, and he was

able to respond that he had received informat±on from

the -- he had overheard some information, I believe is

what she told me, from her ex, and that with her

knowledge of what she had been doing and the information

she had received from the investigations of this abuse

and this potential, cult component of this that there

were Web sites involved.

So she had accumulated that information from

pieces of information that he was able to put together

for her, and that was part of her ongoing pursuit of

this and the information that she got to pursue this in

terms of her about to come to Cheyenne, to Denve~ she

said that she had looked that up on the E-mai! as part

of those ongoing sites and people that had done

investigations around the country, and that was her

interest of coming to wyoming.
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.Q. W~~~8sh~ say is involved in th~S~xuB~ ~b~t

of this child?

.A. The initial component of this, if my.’

recollection holds correctly, was a housekeeper -- a

caretaker of this young man, a female, and it has

expanded to potentially her ex-husband was implicated in

this.

There is also possibly a business person that

she had a business arr.angement w±th. These are

certainly socially and economically, politically kind of

high-connected people.

So it has kind of blossomed into some people

that had direct relationship with her son, as well. as

her, but had a huge Smount of influence over her, as

well, in terms of the day-to-day contacts and

potentially, certainly, their involvement with her son.

Q. So how does the satanic cult and all of that

fit into this?

A. My understanding when speaking with her was

that the Web pages, i~ particular one particular one

identified young children, males and females range -- in

the range of four to seven and e±ght. I think she

expressed to me there was a number of them lined up, and

there were two satanic figures that were there, and to

access that on this identified Web site that her son was
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aSl~-~6-~i~ee ’~oge~her an~ give

was there, and part of the Web page that was provided,

and that she was able to access was also some.thing that

he was -- her son was able to kind of indirectly

identify from his biological father, and so there was a

connection of what she felt was that it had grown not.

only to possibly an isolated situation of abuse, but

there were Web sites and there were people implicated

on -- not identifiedon these Web sites, but certainly,

information that they had obtaine.d [hat opened the

avenue for her to look that b!ossomed into this.

Q. So if I understand correctly, the little boy

was able to provide these Web sites and Web addresses to

her?

A. I think that there was -- I don’t know how many

of them he was able to do. At least on one occasion he

was able to provide enough information that she was able

to piece together to access those.

Q. In yourevaluation of her did you feel that

there was any credibility to these stories that she was

telling you about the abuse, her son, the threats,

things like that?

A. ¯ It is really difficult to ascertain. I have

done these evaluations on multiple occasions, and I’ve

done evaluations with satanic involvement, as well.
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Th~"~ere certainlypleces o{: h~

very broad expanding, and they’re very sophisticated,

and they’revery .complex. That part of things are not

unusual.        .

The thing that struck me as a little bit

different and are certainly as questionable was the

availability of receiving this information from a young

person that potentially really doesn’t the availability

of providing that.

I want you to understand I did not talk to this

little boy, so my assessment is only based on may

knowledge of clinical input o.f the disorder of autism.

Q. I’m not asking you to give me any information

about or opinion about his ability.to communicate, but

that, certainly, caused at least a red flag for you?

A. It did.

Q. Now, did she appear to you in a cl±nical sense

to be paranoid?

A. She had a -- it seemed to be that there was a

fixated.focus that presented itself as almost delusional

that had a paranoid realm to it. She was extremely

sensitive and conscientious of people following her.

She had gone to gzeat extremes and reported in very

elaborate mechanisms to avo±d the opportunity fo~ people

to find her, not only from having cell phones provided

C ONF I DEN T I~ L
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to he~ that were throw-away ones.

So again, I think there was activity on her

credit cards-, that she had people involved that she had

contacted through her availability and her resources to

investigate things at all kinds of different levels, and

it WaS extremely sophisticated,

The story didn’t veer from myself and the

other --.our medical director, the psychiatrist who

evaluated her. It was exactly the same story.

The concern is that it is such an elaborate.

component that it certainly raised an eyebrow in terms

of that level of understanding and -- but I have no

information that disr~egards it or anything that affirms

it.

Q. That was my next question.

Was there any evidence that you came across

that these people were after her?

A. I had no information from that. The only

confirmations we got from anything were medical

components. We received information on the unit

professionals throughout the country that she had taken

her son to in terms of. medical professionals. They were

-calling her, talking to her on the phone. We had

approximately 15 releases of information.

We received a phone call from a person that
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said that he was wit~ ih~ FBi’s o££i~ that would

to speak to her and had been notified by her, and

apparently, she had gone. through the Un±ted States

Attorney to provide this opportunity, kind of incognito

to where she wouldn’t be found out in terms of the

report.

We were able to verify who she was and her

positions in California and that she was a medical

professional -- trained professional -- medical

professionalherself.

Q. Were you able to identify who any of these

individuals that called, who they were?

A. Only by name, and the staff was able to look up

on the Internet and associate a name with an actual

person. Can I say that it was Dr. So and So from

Cornell? I don’t know that. I know that who he said he

was and who the position was on the Internet matched,

but he was on the phone, so I don’t know.

Q. I understand that she was discharged from the

emergency detention, correct?

A. That is correct. My evaluation took

approximately two hours that I met with her. As under

the statutory guidelines, I do not need clear and-

convincing evidence. It is a burden of proof,, lies on

just irmminent danger, and it was my belief,, as well as
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the psychiatrists.h~~"evalua~e~ he~

she no longer met the criteria of imminent danger to.

herself or .othe.rs.                                           ""

:Q. . I ~nderstand, though, she was. released against

medical advice, correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. What was the purpose of that?

A. Dr. Dan Zick had requested, given the set of

circumstances and the stre.ssors that she was involved

with, she had reported to us that she had a lack of

sleep over X period of time, and that it might be

beneficial that her son was going to be safe, and it

might be beneficial to her to kind of maintain, see if

we can regulate her sleep patterns a little bit. She’d

have an opportunity to meet with the staff and possible

evaluation of her medications.

They were recommended to get things kind of on

an even keel so she can address the issues that were,

obviously, pending with her son.

Q. So there was concern that she needed additional

psychological or psychiatric treatment?

A. Yeah. ¯ Dr. Dan Zick felt it might be beneficial

for her clinically to receive some benefit of continued

stay.

Q. Would you have a ~oncern given her release
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against medic~i--~@~i6e a~ou~ re£urnln@ £h~ ahild, i’8

care at this point?

A. I have no indication of those things. It comes

to a situation that if, indeed, the component would

exacerbate itself, that it would -- full-blown

delusional system with paranoid ideation, that would

certainly have room for cause.

I have no indication -- at this time she didn’t

meet the criteria as of yesterday. I don’t know what

has changed today.

Q. With the -- the, I guess, constant -- trying to

figure out the best way to say this -- the movement of

the child from place to place to place, being in hiding,

things like that, given the child’s -- and your

understanding of autism and his health at this point,

could that potentially be harmful to the child?

A. I think that we kind of need to understand two

things here: One is that the movement to place to place

was initially related in terms of medical findings, and

he had seen people throughout the country.

I think the second part of this is in terms of

dangerousness, in terms of the people after him, my

understanding she has not gone from place to place. She

only went to one place. She might have gone to

California, and there might have been a little period of
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time in N~4~d~to Wyoming..~he ha~.no~ g~~---~[ "5~

the country running from this cult. It had been from

California, to my understanding, to Denver to Wyoming to

pursue this person atDCI.

Q. Do you know, at this point, what she’s doing in

terms of education for the ch±id?’

A. I do not know that. I don’t know that. I know

he was in a private school in California. I think the

name she had given me was St.. Mary’s. It was a private

school. She took him out based on her concerns, and

that in terms of role. fencing home-schooling or any of

those kinds of th±ngs, I’m sorry, I don’t know that.

MS. RAMSEY; I have nothing further. Thank

yOU.

THE COURT: Did you uncover any information

that Miss Jordan would act unpredictably with respect to

her son, his care and supervision?

THE WITNESS: No, I did not. We had a phone

call -- I understand that Miss Jordan was seeing a

therapist in California. We did not receive any

information back from that person. These were

predominantly medical professionals, and this person d±d

identify himself as an FBI agent, and it appeared to be

credible information.

THE COURT: I wasn’t clear on that part of your
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testim6~? ........... These are people Miss

spoke with?

.:THE WITNESS: These were people she identified

as.medical professionals that she had access.through..--

not only through her own involvement in themedica!

world, but also she has the resources to be able to

provide this level of care for her son.

She gave us the names of these people

throughout the country that had been involved with his

treatment.

THE COURT:

people?

So then you telephoned some of the

THE wITNEsS: W’e contacted them, and was able

to look up names on the Internet and their affiliation

with whatever.

THE COURT: What inf6rmation was the FBI agent

supposed to be able to supply?

THE WITNESS: He was called -- actually, in

information to speak to her, he said that, my

understanding -- i didn’t speak to him, personally. --

that he was investigating the case and some of the

Internet components that had gone on, and that ifhad

gone possibly to the level of maybe a cult involvement

and that he was pursuing information and needed to speak

to her. He had been appointed, I understand, to her
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THE COURT: Th~nk you.

Miss Woodhouse.

MS. WOODHOUSE: Thank you, Your Honor.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MS. WOODHOUSE:

Good afternoon, Mr. Kirk. Gay Woodhouse.

Now, isn’t it true that with regard to the sort

of satanic or cult nature of this Web site Flint Waters

had also seen the Web.site and confirmed thst with

Miss Jordan when she told you aSout tha~?

A. That’s what she had expressed.to me, andthat

was one of her reasons for continuing conversation was

that had been available, and he was aware of similar --

Q. And Mr, Kirk, isn’t it true -- or Dr. Kirk --

is it Dr. Kirk? Sorry.

Isn’t it true, basically, a delusion is

something that has no basis in fact?

A. It does have a basis, but it is referenced in

terms of not necessarily what is the reality of the

circumstances, and many times there is a basis for truth

in it.

Q. And you weren’t able to determine which was

true in the case of Miss Jordan, were you?

A.    No.
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.... Q. And sitting here todayyhucan’t sam that
Miss Jordan.poses a threat, an imminent threat of dange’r.

to her son, his health, safety, and welfare., can you?

~ A:} I.think that it raises an eyebrow. Is therean

imminent concern? I am not aware of it.

MS. WOODHOUSE: Thank you. No further

questions.

THE COURT: Thank you...You.may step down.

MS. RAMSEY: Your Honor, at this time the State

would rest. We.have no further witnesses.

THE COURT: Thank you.

Miss Woodhouse.

MS. WOODHOUSE: Your Honor, we have a number of

witnesses. As I indicated, most of them -- I told them

we were probably going to call them about 45 minutes

ago, so I hope we can get them.

I think w.e should move for directed verdict,

basically, at this point. I don’t think there’s been

any showing of clear and convincing evidence that

Miss Jordan poses an imminent threat of .danger to her

son, and I think he.should be released immediately to

her care, nd she can d on with his care.

k, THE COURT: Very, very strange case.

Obviously, I think anybody presente~ w1~ the~e facts

would believe that, first., we have Miss Jordan arriving
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here in Cheyenne wlthoutap~~rent-- w ll,  0 in,

there’s ambiguity in the fact she apparently came here

believing that Mr. Waters being an expert in

I~ternet~cenZered child pornography and child abuse

could be of some assistance to her.

MS. WOODHOUSE:. Your Honor, if I might, I was

basically making a motion based upon the lack of them

meeting their burden. If you think they’ve met their

burden, we’ll proceed to call our witnesses.

THE COURT: Yes, sit down. Let me do what I’m

doing here.

MS. WOODHOUSE: Sorry, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Mr. Waters didn’t know she was

coming. There’s no appointment or prearrangement for

her to be here, so there’s ambiguity in that.

She had a belief that he could help her.

That’s not an irrational belief. He does that sort of

work, but if he didn’t know she was coming or have any

arrangements with her, so one can say it was irrational

for her to come here. Perhaps unusual on something most

people wouldn’t have done. The relation to those with

whom she came in contact here, that people were after

her; that there is a very large, very involved

conspiracy including anauthority in Cal±fornia, some

in -- authority in California against her and her child.
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I thin~ ~"’~e~ple ~o, whom ~h~ m~d~ th se

revelations considered them to be bizarre to the point

that they made a reasomable inference that this was

delusional.belief and/or behavior.. Her statement the.

child could use the computer and communicate with others

in that way turned out not to be true. This.raisedsome

concern.

The business of the medications being

undocumented, her belief that she was being followed,

there’s no evidence she was being followed; her cell

phone and credit card being tracked. Apparently, at

least as far as anybody knows right now, that wasn’t the

case.

Certainly, these things were true, and I think

those who made the decision to t~ke custody of the child

and to detain Ms. Jordan ma~e reasonable inferences of

the facts that were presented to them. That, however,.

does not get to the central issue before the. Court, and

that is whether there has been a demonstration of

imminent danger to this six-year-old boy. That, as

Miss Woodhouse says, is the central question.

The medical personnel, specifically Dr. Horam,

were able to confirm the medications Miss Jordan had

were, indeed, medications that should be administered to

her son; yet as it turns out, for the most part, those
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a research protocol that-was verified by telephone, were

unableto confirm. . I don’t think it’s necessaryt.ha~ I

summarize all.of the other evidence.                ..

I think taken all together it indicates that

the people with whom Miss Jordan came in contact here

feared for her safety and the safety of her son and

acted reasonably based on reasonable inferences drawn

from what they were presented with; that the detention

and the taking in.shelter care were necessary; however,

I thin~ the evidence taken all together fails to

establish a situat±on of imminent danger to Jude Michael

as required by the statute, which is reminded again

requires a clear and convincing showing that there’s

imminent danger and that the child’s welfare requires he

remain in shelter care, and that there are no services

which can be offered that would remove that situation of

imminent ~anger.

So I think we’re presented with a situation

that’s bizarre, to say the least, and it justified a

reasonable inference on the part of those who acted as

they did, but as it turns out, there’s no showing of

imminent danger.

So I think the showing required by the statute

has not been made, and.that Jude Michael should be
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returne~"£o’"~iS mother. ~hese ca~e9 ~r~

difficult. One reads in the newspapers every day, it’s

on the national news about parents who have done

horrific things to their own children, seriously.or.

abuse them. There’s~.~e~Tv-%~e~sterday about a

man who checked/Into a hotel and drowned hl~ree

..~.t~le chil ." I’m sure the time will come whe

recriminati~s are made saying somebody in authorit~

have~ seen this coming and acted somehow to /should
/

prevent it. That’s.what’s on everybody’s mind

/        tThat s the elephant in the room that nobody tal~ abou .

-~- ---..~ _~...~.._.Vir.g i nia .Te~L.~.~~~__. ~s ,~.~" w as w i de l y~.~

stated, I think improperly, that authorities at the

university should have seen that this young man was in a

critical situation, and that somebody should have done

something so that the people who were later killed

wouldn’t have been killed. Our system doesn’t work that

way. You don’t go arrest somebody because you’re afraid

they might do something. ~hose are made after the fact

looking back, and. I think we’re dealing with a situation

like that here.

The people with whom Miss Jordan came in

contact were afraid for the welfare of her child because

they thought she was acting and talking irrationally,

and the reasonable inference from that is that she might
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reasonable, I think, she was detained and examined as

she was examined., .and the expert testimony before the

Court is that shedid not meet the criteria clear and

convincing proof of imminent danger to herself and

others, and that she was released against medical

advice.

That’s what we have to deal with here. I don’t

think the Court can authorize a continued shelter care

of this autistic child, keep him away from his mother

because we’re afraid something untoward might happen.

Of course, if it ever does, it will be said that we

shouldn’t have released Jude Michael back to his mother,

and of course, that would be true at the time it would

have been said, but we have no basis right now to fear

that Ms. Jordan might harm her son.

Certainly, all the evidence is that she has

cared for him and done what she considers appropriate to

protect him. There appears to be some serious question

about whether some of which she’s protecting him from is

real. Perhaps she’s in a position of protecting him

from things that are not a danger. I suppose better she

do that than not protect him from things that are a

danger. So there’s a lot of considerations here.

The Court isconstrained to abide by the
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s£~£’hte, and I.just think ~here"~nh~~ ~hOWi~ h~.[~

that shelter care should be continued, so I will so

order.

Miss Woodhouse, I’m sorry. I didn’.t mean .to

sound overly abrupt when I said, "Sit down."

MS.. WOODHOUSE: That’s quite all right, Your

Honor. l’m used to it.

THE COURT: Anything else for the record?

MS. RAMSEY: No, Your Honor.

MS. WOODHOUSE: Nothing further, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Thank you very much.

(End of proceedings.)
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